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In globalization era, the futures market is believed to be increasingly important 

to encourage economic growth. Many facilities are offered by the Brokers for their 

clients, One of facilities is PAMM Account. PAMM account is a system of 

cooperation between Investors and Traders Manager, which investors invest into the 

Account Manager for capital Trading Forex. If the Manager Trader gets profit, the 

investor will also automatically profit. Trading forex has got sertificate of halal by 

MUI, but the problem is, whether the system of cooperation (PAMM) is halal? This is 

one of the factors the researcher to do research on the law of the PAMM Account. 

In this research, there are two research problems: 1) How is the perspektive of 

fatwa No:08/DSN-MUI/IV/2000 about Musyarakah financing through the 

cooperation of PAMM Account in Forex Trading?. The researcher employs 

normative research. This research is a library research. and uses the conceptual 

approach. 

The findings, every clients who already have a Real Account can be a PAMM-

Investor or PAMM-maneger. Client will be offered for registration in the PAMM 

system including the acceptance of agreement in the use of PAMM-system services. 

Musyarakah al-'inan is the suit covenant PAMM Account cooperation, because the 

system is very similar cooperation. In this agreement, the contract which is used that 

contract with the writing and Akad successor agreement have been stated in the 

PAMM agreement. The target of law is firtual money, which is used for capital is 

USD. Every profits should be distributed proportionally according to the number of 

each saham, and the loss should be divided among the partners proportionally 

according to each saham in the capital. 

 


